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Abstract. This work is devoted to solve scalar hyperbolic conservation laws in the pres-
ence of strong shocks with discontinuous Galerkin methods (DGM). A standard approach
is to use limiting strategies in order to avoid oscillations in the vicinity of the shock. Ba-
sically, these techniques reconstruct the solution with a lower order polynomial in those
elements where discontinuities lie. These limiting procedures degrade the accuracy of the
method and introduce an excessive amount of dissipation to the solution, in particular
for high-order approximations. The aim of the present work is to use artificial diffusion
instead of limiters to capture the shocks. We show preliminary results with the inviscid’s
Burgers equation and also with a convection-diffusion problem.
1 INTRODUCTION
In the last years discontinuous Galerkin methods have been used in computational fluid
dynamics with low order techniques. In the context of non-linear convection-dominated
problems high-order discontinuous Galerkin methods may develop oscillations near dis-
continuities or shocks which lead to unbounded computational solutions.
There are two standard techniques to avoid unstable solutions and capture shocks with
high order approximations: the use of limiting procedures [2, 4] and the introduction
of artificial viscosity into the scheme [7]. In fact, the first technique is also a way to
introduce some numerical dissipation without adding explicitly a high-order term to the
original equations. The main problem in all the non-linear artificial viscosity techniques,
is that such procedures affect the order of accuracy locally and, as a resulting, there is a
reduction of the optimal high-order convergence rate.
The limiting techniques enforce a non-linear stability property (TVDM stability) by
effects of a non-linear local projection operator. This operator, generally called the slope
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limiter, is based on piecewise linear approximations. Because of this, the slope limiter
reduces the interpolation degree in those regions where discontinuities are detected and
reconstructs the solution with a lower order approximation. A special class of explicit
Runge-Kutta time integration schemes are used in combination with slope limiters pro-
cedures and DG. The resulting scheme is TVD, but it requires small time steps. Up to
now no implicit techniques are used combined with these techniques.
More recently Persson and Peraire in [7] have proposed a new technique based on
introducing artificial viscosity in order to eliminate the high-frequencies in the solution,
thus eliminating Gibbs-type oscillations. They also define a shock detection algorithm
which is based on the decay of the expansion coefficients rather than in the residual of
the solution like the most classical sensors do. It seems to be a reliable good indicator.
The main difficulty of this method is the empirical choice of a constant which determines
the amount of viscosity needed.
In these notes we propose a method to introduce the exact amount of artificial diffusion
into the numerical scheme to capture the shocks. The amount of viscosity introduced
(inside the elements and across their boundaries) tries to reproduce the effect of limiters
in those regions where the solution must be reconstructed. The goal is to capture shocks
with discontinuous Galerkin methods using polynomials of order p ≥ 1 and maintaining
high-order accuracy in regions where the solution is smooth and in the neighborhood of
shocks. The introduction into the equation of the artificial viscosity term allows also to
use implicit time integration schemes. We have also tested the introduction of the artificial
viscosity by firstly detect the troubled regions using the discontinuity sensor of Persson
and Peraire and we have compared these results with those ones obtained without the
sensor.
2 SHOCK CAPTURING SCHEME
Consider the scalar hyperbolic conservation law subject to an initial condition:
ut + (f(u))x = 0, x ∈ Ω, t > 0 (1a)
u(x, 0) = u0(x), x ∈ Ω (1b)
and periodic boundary conditions.
The solution of this non-linear equation may develop discontinuities and formation of
shocks even when the initial and boundary data are smooth. In order to prevent non-
physical oscillations which lead to instabilities it is required to introduce some smoothing
technique to ensure stability. In this work we are going to introduce the less possible
amount of artificial viscosity to avoid oscillations and ensure stability of the solution only
in those elements where discontinuities are present. The scheme is performed combining
the ideas of the slope-limiters and the shock-capturing methods.
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2.1 LDG Discretization
The added viscosity is introduced in (1a) by incorporating into the equation a dissipa-
tive term of the form
ut + (f(u))x − εuxx = 0, x ∈ Ω, t > 0 (2)
There are several schemes to discretize high-order derivatives. In the present work we
have chosen the Local Discontinuous Galerkin [3]. We require then to rewrite (2) in the
mixed form by introducing the auxiliary variables σ
ut + (f(u))x − σx = 0, x ∈ Ω, t > 0 (3a)
σ − εux = 0, x ∈ Ω (3b)
Remark 1. Notice that we have assumed constant viscosity.
Let {Ij}j=1..J with Ij = (xj, xj+1) be a partition of the interval Ω into J subintervals.
Multiplying (3a) and (3b) by the test functions v and τ respectively, integrating over an
element Ij and integrating by parts the flux terms, the following weak formulation of the
problem is obtained
∫
Ij
utv dx−
∫
Ij
f(u)vx dx+
∫
Ij
σvx dx
+
(
fˆj+1v(x
−
j+1)− fˆjv(x+j )
)
−
(
σˆj+1v(x
−
j+1)− σˆjv(x+j )
)
= 0 (4a)
∫
Ij
στ dx+
∫
Ij
εuτx − ε
(
uˆj+1τ(x
−
j+1)− uˆjτ(x+j )
)
= 0 (4b)
where we have introduced the typical numerical flux function fˆ of hyperbolic DG methods,
which can be taken as the Roe or Lax-Friedrichs flux [1]. There are also two other fluxes
due to the discretization of LDG methods, σˆ and uˆ, which can be seen as approximations
of the numerical traces of σ and u on the boundaries [3]. At interfaces we use the notation
x±j , where
x±j = lim²−→0 xj ± ²nj (5)
with nj the exterior unit normal.
Note that the auxiliary equation (4b) allows us to update the value of ε at each time
step. As we will show, ε is a non-linear coefficient which depends on the value of the
solution u at time tn: ε = ε(un). The fluxes σˆ and uˆ transport the shock information not
only inside the elements but also across the element boundaries. Of course, they control
the interfaces jumps too.
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The time integration is performed explicitly using a Runge-Kutta time scheme with a
suitable small time step. We also point that there is no need to use the special RKDG-
type schemes typical of the slope limiting procedures. In our numerical tests we have
notice no difference.
2.2 Existing slope limiters methods
In this section we briefly review two slope limiters defined by Cockburn and Shu in [2]
and the extension to high-order limiting procedure defined later by Biswas in [4].
2.2.1 The generalized slope limiter ΛΠh of Cockburn and Shu
The ΛΠh-projection operator is constructed in such way that the following properties
are satisfied:
• It preserves the conservation of mass element by element.
• It ensures that the gradient of the reconstructed solution is not bigger than the
gradient of the not-reconstructed one.
• If the function u is smooth ΛΠh is the identity operator.
Consider an approximation of order p within each element. We express the solution in
terms of the orthogonal Legendre polynomials (or) modal basis functions
u =
p∑
i=0
ciPi (6)
where the degrees of freedom ci are the so called modal coefficients. Let us point that for
this set of basis functions the mean value of the solution in each element is reduced to c0.
For a linear approximation (p = 1) the generalized slope limiter is defined as:
ΛΠh(u) = c0P0 +minmod(c1|Ij , c0|Ij
− c0|Ij−1 , c0|Ij+1 − c0|Ij ) (7)
with the minmod function defined by
minmod
(
a1, a2, a3
)
=
{
s min1≤n≤3|an| if s = sign(a1) = sign(a2) = sign(a3)
0 otherwise
(8)
Note that basically, the operator ΛΠh limits the variation of solution slopes, comparing
each of the slopes with the neighboring elements and ensuring monotonicity of the means
locally.
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For high-order approximations the slope limiter reduces the approximate solution of
arbitrary order p to a linear one:
ΛΠh(u) = c0P0 + c˜1P1 (9)
setting c˜i = 0 for i > 1. We denote c˜i the reconstructed coefficients.
In order to ensure TVDM stability of the shceme this slope limiter procedure is com-
bined with a special class of Runge-Kutta methods (for a detailed description of the
method see [2]).
2.2.2 The extension to high-order limiting of Biswas and Flaherty
The method of Cockburn and Shu preserves monotonicity of solution averages, but
do not modify the higher-order coefficients c2, c3, ..., cp to preserve monotonicity of the
solution. The method defined by Biswas et al. in [4] tries to overcome this drawback.
It uses limiting procedures to keep the ith moment monotone on neighboring elements,
where the solution moments of a scalar problem are given by∫ 1
−1
uPi(ξ) dξ =
2
2i+ 1
ci i = 0, 1, ..., p (10)
In fact, they use the slope limiter defined by Cockburn and Shu for linear approxima-
tions adaptively: the highest order coefficient is first limited, and the limitation procedure
goes on until c˜i = ci for some i (again, c˜i represents the reconstructed value after limita-
tion).
The idea behind this method is to avoid destroying high-order accuracy where the
solution is Ck with k > 1. By differentiating the numerical solution (6) it is possible to
check that ci is related (up to a constant) with the mean value of
∂iu
∂ξi
and ci+1 with its
slope:
∂iu
∂ξi
=
i∏
m=1
(2m− 1)ci +
i+1∏
m=1
(2m− 1)ci+1ξ +
p∑
m=i+2
cm
∂iPm
∂ξi
(11)
Therefore, to keep the ith moment monote on neighboring elements we limit ci+1, using
the projection operator of Cockburn and Shu:
(2i+ 1)c˜i+1|Ij = minmod
(
(2i+ 1)ci+1|Ij , ci|Ij − ci|Ij−1 , ci|Ij+1 − ci|Ij
)
(12)
2.3 Artificial diffusion
Based on this high-order limiting algorithm we are going to define a constant viscosity
coefficient for each element with the purpose of introducing the equivalent amount of
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artificial viscosity to the limiting procedure. Therefore, we expect that we might be able
to reproduce the dissipative effect of limiters instead of using them.
Consider the interval Ij. Our strategy consists on using the weak formulation to deduce
the shock-capturing term. Multiplying (2) by a test function δv and integrating over the
element Ij: ∫
Ij
utδv dx−
∫
Ij
(f(u)− εux)(δv)x dx+
[
Fnδv
]xj+1
xj
= 0 (13)
where we have introduce the Riemann solver Fn = (f(u)− εux)n. We approximate it
by Fˆn(u), which is nothing but a numerical trace of the function Fn(u) on the boundaries.
These operators are the so-called approximate Riemann solvers [6].
Remark 2. Taking the limit of Fn on the boundaries as ε goes to zero the approximate
Riemann solver is reduced to Fˆn = fˆ(u)n. (For a justification of this simplification see
[1]).
Then, equation (13) can be rewritten in the following form,∫
Ij
utδv dx−
∫
Ij
f(u)(δv)x dx+
[
Fˆnδv
]xj+1
xj
+
∫
Ij
εux(δv)x dx = 0 (14)
where we have obtained explicitly the shock-capturing term.
With the aim of introducing the effect of the slope limiters into the scheme, we split
the method in two steps. A class of fractional-step methods operate at the level of
the differential operators. The convection-diffusion operator splits into a sum of two
components: one containing the convection operator and the other with the diffusion
operator. Consider then equation (2) and split it in the following two steps:
First step
{
vt + fx(v) = 0, in Ij × [tn, tn+1[
v(tn) = un,
Second step
{
wt − εwxx = 0, in Ij × [tn, tn+1[
w(tn) = vn+1,
Final update un+1 = wn+1
Note that the first step is nothing but solving the hyperbolic conservation law (1a). The
link between the slope limiters and the shock-capturing scheme can be easily established
imposing that the effect of the limited function must be the same that the effect of adding
some artificial diffusion to the solution of the hyperbolic problem (second step). That is:∫
Ij
ΛΠh(v
n+1)(δv) dx =
∫
Ij
vn+1(δv) dx+∆t
[ ∫
Ij
(δv)xεv
n+1
x dx
]n+1
(15)
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where, again, we have made the assumption that the viscosity goes to zero on the bound-
aries.
From this equation and assuming constant viscosity for each element, we can compute
the reconstructed solution solving a convection-diffusion equation of the form (2) with the
following artificial viscosity:
ε =
∫
Ij
(
ΛΠh(v
n+1)− vn+1
)
(δv) dx
∆t
[ ∫
Ij
(δv)xvn+1x dx
]n+1 (16)
2.3.1 Linear approximation
Let us start with the case of the linear approximation to describe the artificial diffusion
method. Consider a linear approximation (p = 1 in the expansion (6))
u = c0P0 + c1P1 (17)
The reconstructed solution of Biswas et al. would be
u˜ = c0P0 + c˜1P1 (18)
Inserting (17) and (18) with ΛΠh(v
n+1) = u˜ and vn+1 = u into (16) we obtain the
amount of artificial diffusion to insert in (2) at each time step.
2.3.2 High-order approximation
For a high-order approximation of degree p > 1, the reconstructed solution is obtained
after several projections: first, the highest order coefficient cp is limited. The reconstructed
solution in the adaptive process of Biswas et al. would be:
u˜(p) =
p−1∑
i=0
ciPi + c˜pPp (19)
As in the linear case, using expressions (15) or (16) with ΛΠh(v
n+1) = u˜(p) and v
n+1 = u
we impose the equivalence of the second step with the limited solution (19) and obtain
the viscosity associated, denoted by εp.
Remark 3. Notice that ε 6= 0 in (16) only for δv = Pp. This is because we are modi-
fying the degree of freedom cp and therefore only viscosity associated with this coefficient
is introduced. In fact, from (11) it can be easily checked that we are introducing viscosity
for a linear approximation of ∂
p−1u
∂ξp−1 . Notice also that both viscosities are not the same.
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If c˜p 6= cp the next higher order coefficient, cp−1, is limited. Now the not-limited solution
vn+1 in the second step of the fractional method would be u˜(p) and the reconstructed one
would be
u˜(p−1) =
p−2∑
i=0
ciPi + c˜p−1Pp−1 + c˜pPp (20)
Again, imposing (15) or (16) with ΛΠh(v
n+1) = u˜(p−1), vn+1 = u˜(p) and for δv = Pp−1
we obtain the viscosity associated εp−1.
By following this procedure we can compute εi for i = 1, ..., p associated to every
projection of the solution. Roughly speaking, we state that for each coefficient limited
there is a viscosity associated.
The main drawback of this adaptive process is that we can’t compute a single equation
(2) for every time step. The second step of the fractional-step method has to be solved
for every reconstructed coefficient of the adaptive process. In order to improve this we
have made the following simplification: having all the viscosities computed (which is not
a hard task due to the orthogonality and hierarchy of the polynomials, see remark 4), we
choose the maximum of all the viscosities. That is:
εe = max{ε1, ..., εp} (21)
and introduce it in (2).
In fact, this choice corresponds to choose the last of the viscosities computed, which is
the associated to the lowest-order degree of freedom:
εe = max{i|c˜i 6=ci} εi = εmin{i|c˜i 6=ci} (22)
In our algorithm we use the LDG scheme described in section 2.1 instead of the frac-
tional step method. The viscosity (16) is updated at each time step with the auxiliary
equation (4b) and it is introduced in the conservation law with σ.
Remark 4. Using the orthogonality and hierarchy of Legendre polynomials and taking
into account that there is no marching in time in (4b) we can compute ε from equation
(16):
εi =
h2(c˜i − ci)
2(2i+ 1)
(∫ 1
−1
∂u(i)
∂ξ
∂Pi
∂ξ
dξ
)−1
(23)
where h is the mesh size and c˜i is computed as in (12). Of course, if c˜i = ci the viscosity
associated is zero.
With our choice we are introducing less viscosity, but as we will show in the numerical
tests, it is enough to maintain the solution stable and avoid oscillations. We are based
upon the idea that the differentiation procedure tends to smooth the numerical solution.
Therefore we hope that the slope of the ith derivative will be sharper than the slope of
the following derivatives. In other words, we will need a bigger amount of viscosity for
maintain monotone the first moment than for the higher-ones.
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2.4 Shock detection
In [7] a smoothness indicator is defined with the aim of introducing only the diffusion
where is needed. The sensor detects those elements in which discontinuites appear. It is
defined for each element as
Se =
∫
Ij
|u− uˆ|2∫
Ij
|u|2 (24)
where uˆ represents the approximation of order p− 1 and u an approximation of order p.
Assuming that the polynomial expansion has similar behavior to the Fourier expansion
it is expected that Se ∼ 1p4 . The theoretical justification of these assumption is based on
the following theorem:
Theorem Given a function f(x) and its periodic Fourier approximation
SF (f) =
k=∞∑
k=−∞
gke
ikx
If f(x) ∈ Cm then |gk| ∼ k−(m+1)
That means, if the solution is continuous, then it is expected that the coefficients ci
decay at least like 1
p2
.
We can also avoid employing this sensor by using the modified minmod function. The
modification consists on introducing some upper bound of the absolute value of the second
order derivative of the solution at local extrema:
minmod
(
a1, a2, a3
)
=
{
a1 if |a1| < Mh2
minmod(a1, a2, a3) otherwise
(25)
where h is the size of the element and M is a nonnegative real number taken as
M = C supa≤y≤b{|u0xx(y)| , u0x(y) = 0} (26)
with C = 2
3
(for the justification of this choice see [2]). The introduction of this con-
stant provides a criterion to determine regions where the approximate solution must be
limited and prevents the accuracy of the scheme near discontinuities. The choice M = 0
corresponds to the original minmod function, and so by increasing the value of M we are
relaxing the shock detection criterion.
Notice that by using the modified minmod function instead of the discontinuity sensor
we aren’t increasing the computational cost of the algorithm because the procedure to
compute the added viscosity itself allows us to determine the troubled regions.
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3 Numerical Results
In this section we provide numerical results for a non-linear conservation law and also
for a linear convection-diffusion problem.
3.1 Example 1
Our first example is the inviscid’s Burgers equation with smooth initial condition:
ut + (
u2
2
)x = 0, x ∈ [0, 1], t > 0 (27a)
u(x, 0) =
1
2
+ sin(2pix), x ∈ Ω (27b)
and periodic boundary conditions. Results are shown at time T = 0.25 and T = 0.5 where
the shock is fully formed. We have made all the computations using a uniform mesh of
20 elements and interpolation degrees p = 5, 10. For the numerical integration a second
order Pade´ scheme has been used.
If figures (1) and (2) we show the solution at time T = 0.25 with degrees of interpola-
tion 5 and 10. We show the comparison between the slope limiters of Cockburn and Shu,
Biswas et al. and our artificial viscosity method. Note that slope limiting procedures
spreads out the shock over all the element and does not make special control of interele-
ment jumps. For the case of an approximation p = 10 we haven’t been able to compute
the limiter of Biswas. In fact, we have observed that drawback for p > 7.
Next, in figure (3) we test the same problem solved with the artificial viscosity method
but previously using the sensor (24). In blue we represent the solution with the disconti-
nuity sensor and in red without it. We also show the amount of viscosity introduced in
each element in both cases. In figure (4) the same test cases are shown at time T = 0.5.
In all our computations we have taken M = 40.
The difference between both solutions is almost imperceptible. Despite the amount of
artificial viscosity introduced without the discontinuity sensor is a bit bigger (specially
when high-order interpolation polynomials are used) we believe that because of the small
values of ε we can avoid using it and hence improve the computational cost of the al-
gorithm. Therefore we conclude that the use of the discontinuity sensor is unnecessary
because the minmod function acts as a sensor itself. Avoiding the discontinuity sensor
makes the process more efficient but it implies the introduction of a problem-dependent
constant M .
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Figure 1: Approximation of degree p = 5 (left figures) and degree p = 10 (right figures) at time T = 0.25.
On the top solution with Cockburn limiters (blue) versus artificial diffusion method (red). On the bottom
the limiting moment of Biswas (blue) versus artificial diffusion method (red).
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Figure 2: Approximation of degree p = 5 (left figures) and degree p = 10 (right figures) at time T = 0.5.
On the top solution with Cockburn limiters (blue) versus artificial diffusion method (red). On the bottom
the limiting moment of Biswas (blue) versus artificial diffusion method (red).
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Figure 3: Approximation of degree p = 5 (left figures) and degree p = 10 (right figures) at time T = 0.25
with discontinuity sensor (blue) and without it (red). We also show the amount of artificial diffusion
introduced for each one.
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Figure 4: Approximation of degree p = 5 (left figures) and p = 10 (right figures) at time T = 0.5 with
discontinuity sensor (blue) and without it (red). Under each approximation we show the amount of
artificial diffusion introduced.
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3.2 Example 2
We have also test the method with a linear convection-diffusion problem:
ut + ux − νuxx = 1, x ∈ [0, 1], t > 0 (28a)
u(0, t) = u(1, t) = 0, t > 0 (28b)
u(x, 0) = 0, x ∈ Ω (28c)
with exact solution at steady state:
u(x) = x− 1− e
x
ν
1− e 1ν (29)
Despite the problem is linear, a shock is well formed at x = 1 when high Peclet numbers
are used. In order to check that our algorithm do not introduce extra artificial diffusion
when the solution is smooth, we have tested it with a low Peclet number (Pe = 0.5). The
results are shown in figure (5), and no artificial diffusion has been needed. Note that the
exact solution at stationary state is well described by the approximate one.
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t=0.6
t=1.2
0  0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1  
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Figure 5: Approximation with p = 5, 10 for Peclet= 0.5. No artificial diffusion is needed.
Increasing the Peclet number the problem is convection-dominated and a front is de-
veloped when arriving at stationary state. We show results at times t = 0.1, 0.6, 1.1
and compare them with the stationary solution (figure 6). Again we show the amount
of artificial diffusion introduced in each element and point out the order of the limiting
procedure, that is, the subscript i corresponding to the viscosity added (22). Subscript
equal to 0 means that no artificial diffusion has been added. Note that some amount of
artificial diffusion is added to the last element.
In all our computations we have used M = 5 for the constant of the modified minmod
function (25).
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Figure 6: Peclet= 5. Right figures show the solution of an approximation with p = 5 and the viscosity
added at each time with M = 5. Left figures show the same tests with p = 10.
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One of the advantages of DG methods is that they are well-suited for p-adaptivity.
The goal is to achieve good results using only a few elements by increasing the degree
of interpolation. With that purpose in the following test we have set a fixed number of
degrees of freedom and we have compared results using coarsest meshes by increasing the
order of the approximation.
We have test example 2 for Peclet 5 setting 10 degrees of freedom. That choice corre-
sponds to take 10 linear elements for p = 1, 2 elements for p = 5 and only one element
for p = 1.
In figures 8 and 9 we can see the influence of M in the modified minmod function (26).
It seems to be that M has influence not only with the amount of artificial diffusion to
include but also with the order of accuracy in the element. Notice that for M = 0 we
are reducing the order too much. Further investigations are on the track to improve the
choice of this constant.
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Figure 7: Approximation of degree p = 1 at times t = 0.1, 0.6, 1.1 for Peclet equal to 5. On left figures
M = 1 and on right figures M = 0.
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Figure 8: Approximation of degree p = 5 at times t = 0.1, 0.6, 1.1 for Peclet equal to 5. On left figures
M = 1 and on right figures M = 0.
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Figure 9: Approximation of degree p = 10 at times t = 0.1, 0.6, 1.1 for Peclet equal to 5. On left figures
M = 1 and on right figures M = 0.
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4 CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a technique to solve scalar conservation laws in the presence of
shocks and discontinuities with high-order DG methods. It is based on defining a viscosity
coefficient for each element of the discretization. Our approach takes into account all the
expansion terms of the approximate solution and it is able to detect regions where the
solution is non-smooth. The method obtained is capable to capture shocks maintaining
high resolution when they are contained in one element but also when they cross between
elements without the use of a discontinuity sensor. It can also be used in combination with
an explicit or an implicit time integration scheme. Future work is devoted to introduce
a non-constant viscosity per element and to extend this procedure in multidimensional
problems.
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